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Teacher Ideas Pack
Concept: Counting On from 1 to 10

Little Soldiers
by Dave Godfrey
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Core Information
Song Overview:  Little Soldiers is a simple counting song which counts the number of soldiers exercising, which 
increases by one on each verse.
Helpful Resources:  A set of soldier hats, Soldier Prisms (For Activity Idea 1)
Key Vocabulary:  Number names, more, less, 
Top Teaching Tip:  The video presentation has a virtual soldiers exercising on the screen.  Encourage your children to 
follow along with the actions as they count.

Make it Active! (alongside online Video Presentation or Full Track mp3)

M1: Little Soldiers!  This song is designed to be active.  Here are a few options ...
1: Screen Soldiers - encourage the children to follow the actions of the soldiers on screen. 
2: Little Soldier Number Line - lay out a line of masking tape across your classroom as your soldiers number line.  
Option 1: Choose 10 children and label them in some way, using a soldier hat, label or badge.  Either have the children 
sitting down in position on the number line, ready to stand up and join in the actions when required, or encourage the 
children to come forward from the rest of the class when it becomes their turn. 
Option 2: Ask one child to be the first soldier and to take responsibility for choosing the next soldier.  At the end of each 
verse the last soldier chosen decides the next soldier to join the line.
3: Little Soldier Ordering - Choose 10 children and label them in some way, using a soldier hat, label or badge - as in 
Option 1 above.  This time ask all 10 children to come and stand on the number line, but in random order.  Then, in 
preparation for the song, have some fun counting along the number line... e.g. ‘Let’s count together ... 5, 2, 8, 1 ...’   
Hopefully the children will soon spot that the numbers are not in order.  ‘What do we need to start with, then?’ ‘1’ ‘OK, 
let’s swap the 1 and the 5 then, I think we’re OK now!  Let’s count together, 1, 2, 8, 5 ...’ ‘No!’ etc.  This is lots of fun and 
it leads to plenty of reasoning about the order of the numbers.

Video Reasoning Ideas (using online Video Presentation)

V1: What if?  Pause the video at suitable moments to explore the relationship between different numbers.  For example, 
what if two friends came along at the same time?  What if two of the soldiers felt poorly and had to go home? 
V2: Describing the Soldiers  When recording the video, I deliberately gave the soldiers different characters.  For 
example, Soldier Number 5 is very excited and bouncy.  Soldier Number 8 is a rather shy!  What describing words would 
you use to describe the personalities of the different soldiers?   I wonder what their names are?
V3: Count How Many  The video presentation is packed with additional counting opportunities.  How many arm 
stretches and knee bends in each verse?  How many hands and fingers?  Pause the video at 3:06 - what other counts can 
you see at this point? 

Song Adaptation Ideas (see downloadable PowerPoint File and online Backing Track mp3)

S1: Change the Starting Number  Using the Backing Track, sing the song but count on from, say, 4 soldiers in verse 1!
S2: Change the Groupings  By adapting the lyrics, a large group of children can all be involved in the presentation.  For 
example, an adaptation for counting in fives could read, ‘Five little soldiers exercising, five little soldiers bending up and 
down, five little soldiers need some help, so call in five more friends.’

Activity Ideas
A1: Soldier Prism  Create the Soldier Prism found on the subsequent page.  This prism can be used for the following:
A: Illustrating the song (cards are turned over at the appropriate points in the song.)
B: Flip Over Game - Give the children a six-sided dice that has been labelled +1 on three faces and -1 on the other three 
faces.  Children roll the die 10 times and either add or subtract 1 depending on what the die says on each roll.  Each 
time, predict how many soldiers you now have.  The winner is the person who gets the most soldiers after 10 rolls!

Teacher Ideas Sheet
Title: Little Soldiers
Concept: Counting On from 1 to 10
Concept Video Link: *****
Song Type: Concept (ideal for understanding mathematics)
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1 little soldier exercising, 
1 little soldier bending up and down, 
1 little soldier needs a friend, 
So call in number 2!

2 little soldiers exercising, 
2 little soldiers bending up and down, 
2 little soldiers needs a friend, 
So call in number 3! 

Etc...

10 little soldier exercising, 
10 little soldier bending up and down, 
10 little soldier needs a friend, 
But no-one can be found!

10 little soldiers exercising, 
10 little soldiers bending up and down, 
10 little soldiers need a rest, 
So all sit on the ground!

Music Score & Song Words
Title: Little Soldiers
Key: D

Song Words © Dave Godfrey, Number Fun Limited 2019
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10 Little Soldiers

Photocopy, colour, cut out and laminate.  Fold each soldier along the dotted line.
Make a triangular prism from a piece of card.  Attach each soldier using the flap on
the cards, to the top of the triangular prism so that they can be flipped over in turn.

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10
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Activity Ideas
A1: Act out the Song  Stand up and march along with the soldiers on screen. 
A2: Solider Prism  Create the Soldier Prism found on the subsequent page from a printout of this page and an piece of 
A4 card.  Children can decorate the soldiers in as part of the Prism preparation.  Once the prism is complete, it can be 
used for the following:
A: Illustrating the song (cards are turned over at the appropriate points in the song.)
B: Flip Over Game - Give the children a six-sided dice that has been labelled +1 on three faces and -1 on the other three 
faces (this type of dice can be created by sticking suitably marked sticky labels on each face of the dice.  Alternatively 
you could flip a coin which is marked +1 on one side and -1 on the other.)   Players take ten rolls of the die and each 
time they either add or subtract 1 depending on what the die says.  Before 
touching the Prism, they predict how many soldiers you now have after each 
roll.  The winner the person who has the most soldiers visible after 10 rolls. 
B: Soldier Battle - Mark a 6-sided dice with two 1s, 2s and 3s.  Player A’s job 
is to send the soldiers home (i.e. remove them from view) whilst the player 
B gets them exercising (i.e. brings them into view).  Start the Prism with 5 
soldiers visible. Players take it in turns to roll and move that number of soldiers 
shown on the dice.  Player A wins when all 10 are sent home, Player B wins 
when all 10 are exercising!

Recommended Songs
Dancing in the Sun  A counting on song about a set of flowers dancing in the sun.  Can you and your child find any other 
maths outside or in the garden?
Beans  Another active counting song.  Can you keep up with the Running Beans?
Jumper Monster  The story of Tom when he dresses up in other people’s jumpers!

Parent Ideas   Sheet
Title: Little Soldiers
Concept: Counting On from 1 to 10
Concept Video Link: *****
Song Type: Concept (ideal for understanding mathematics)

Song Overview
Little Soldiers is a simple counting song which counts the number of soldiers exercising, which increases by one on each 
verse.

Did You Know?
Most traditional counting songs count back towards zero.  Little Soldiers is one of several Number Fun songs deliberately 
written to help children count on.  The song itself is packed with counting 
opportunities beyond the obvious count from 1 to 10.  See if you and your child 
can do the following counts

1. The number of arm stretches in each verse
2. The number of knee bends in each verse
3. Pause the video at 3:06 (see image opposite).  What counts can you see in 

this image?
4. How many hands are there in each verse (i.e. counting in 2s.) 
5. How many fingers can be seen in each verse (i.e. counting in 10s.)

Top Tips (using online Video Presentation or Full Track mp3)

T1: What if?  Pause the video at suitable moments to explore the relationship between different numbers.  For example, 
what if two friends came along at the same time at the end of the second verse?  What if two of the soldiers felt poorly 
and had to go home? 
T2: Describing the Soldiers  When recording the video, I deliberately gave the soldiers different characters.  For 
example, Soldier Number 5 is very excited and bouncy.  Soldier Number 8 is a rather shy!  What describing words would 
you use to describe the personalities of the different soldiers?   I wonder what their names are?
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Photocopy, colour, cut out and laminate.  Fold each soldier along the dotted line.
Make a triangular prism from a piece of card.  Attach each soldier using the flap on
the cards, to the top of the triangular prism so that they can be flipped over in turn.
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A Soldier Prism




